
Basic Information on 

Pond Care  Spawning usually starts in early summer. Be sure to 
have spawning mats and fry-rearing tanks if you are        
interested in  raising fish.  If not, and most people aren’t,  
just ignore this activity! 
 Pond fish eat bugs, mosquito larvae, algae, and 
other items in the pond; but it is still necessary to feed    
commercial fish food. It’s fun to watch fish eat, but don’t 
overfeed - this upsets a pond’s balance. 
 Inadequate biological filtration jeopardizes the 
health of fish because it allows waste to build to toxic levels. 
Regularly test levels of ammonia, pH, nitrite, nitrate, and 
phosphate in the water to help diagnose potential water 
quality problems. 
 The biggest problem pond owners experience in 
summer is ALGAE. Algae is grown in the sunlight. It is more 
prevalent in the summer because the sun shines longer 
each day.  You can try to avoid this problem by physically 
blocking the sun.  Have pond plants cover the surface of the 
pond.  
 The easy solution is to use an algaecide. We carry 
several algaecides such as Pond Care AlgaeFix, PondCare 
Microbial AlgaeClean, TetraPond Algae Control, and Laguna 
Algae Remover. Algaecides do not HURT the fish – even if 
you dump the product directly on the fish! 
 You could try a flocculent – these products cause 
the algae to stick together into clumps. The clumps must   
be  filtered out or physically removed. We recommend   
PondCare AccuClear and PondCare Simply Clear. 
 NOTE: It is best to use a flocculent during the day. 
As the “clumps” start to decay, they pull oxygen out of the 
water. Since there is no photosynthesis at night (therefore 
less oxygen going into the water) the extra oxygen being 
pulled out of the water by the decaying debris causes stress 
for the fish and could kill them.  
 You could try a product such as Laguna Phosphate 
Control or PondCare Phos-Out which helps control algae by 
removing phosphate, algae’s food source. These products 
contain bacteria in a bottle that metabolize or “eat” the  
phosphate in the water.  The algae starves and dies. This 
product is completely natural and will not hurt fish or OTHER 
PLANTS.  The pond must be treated every week – but not 
MORE than once a week. 

 It’s time for spring cleaning and equipment        
maintenance! Partially drain the pond so only 10 - 20% of 
the water remains. Inspect the liner for obvious cracks or 
holes. Wash organic material (leaves, pine straw, etc.) off 
the sides using only water and a soft scrub brush. Remove 
any organic material accumulated on the bottom of the 
pond. 
 Refill the pond and treat the water with a chlorine 
remover such as Pond Care Stress Coat Plus, Laguna    
Water Prep, or TetraPond AquaSafe, and a bacteria/enzyme 
product such as Laguna Bio Booster to establish a bacteria 
colony. That colony is especially important for converting 
fish waste into nutrients for the plants and dissolving organic 
solids that can accumulate in the bottom of the pond.  
 Now is the time to inspect and clean your filter. Get 
replacement parts (such as ultraviolet light bulbs) if         
necessary. Reinstall pumps if you removed them over the 
winter. 
 Throughout the spring, remove and replace about 
10% of the pond water each week. Pond water is highly  
organic, nutrient-rich water - we recommend you use it to 
water your garden plants. 
 Feed easily digestible fish foods (diets that contain 
wheat germ and are generally called “Spring & Fall” Diets) 
for fish just beginning to show more signs of activity.   
 If you have aquatic plants, divide and re-pot them at 
this time.  After repotting, you should fertilize them with plant 
foods like Pond Care Plant Nutrient Spray or Laguna Plant 
Grow. 
 
 

 Summer is the busiest and most exciting time for 
pond lovers! 
 If you have aquatic plants, be sure to feed them 
plant food to encourage growth and frequent blooming.  Re-
position and trim them as they continue to grow. 
 Remove and replace about 10% of the pond water 
each week. Pond water is highly organic, nutrient-rich water 
- you can use it to water your garden plants. 
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Ultra Violet Sterilizers 
 Control free-floating algae and disease transmission 
by recirculating water through an Ultra-violet sterilizer. This 
device contains a special ultraviolet light bulb, which kills 
free-floating bacteria, parasites, and microorganisms,      
including algae. With a UV sterilizer the water is clear - no 
more “pea soup”! (UV sterilizers are germicidal. They are 
used in hospitals to kill germs on surgical instruments.) 
 The unit is encased in plastic – so that one does not 
get electrocuted! Replace the bulb each year, because as 
time passes, the bulb loses its effectiveness. 
 There is nothing to clean on a UV sterilizer. No filter 
pads or carbon to replace. 
 It is important that the flow of water through the   
device is slow – so that the bulb has a chance to kill. 
“Contact time” is important here! 
 The device only kills parasites, bacteria, and algae 
that go through the device and PAST THE BULB – that is 
why there is still algae on the sides of the pond. 
 A UV sterilizer is best to put in line after a            
mechanical filter so that only the cleanest water possible 
goes through it. That way debris does not block the         
effectiveness of the bulb. 
 The UV sterilizer will keep the pond CLEAR – but it 
may still be dirty with debris, plant leaves, and uneaten fish 
food. 
 We carry Aqua Ultra-Violet brand, Laguna and ESU 
ultraviolet sterilizers.  All UV sterilizers must be kept on the 
OUTSIDE of the pond. They are water resistant, but not  
submersible. That means a sprinkler or rainstorm will not 
hurt the device, but do not put it IN the pond. 
 The bulbs for Aqua Ultraviolet are different. All the 
pins are at one end of the bulb. There is only one end open 
to slip the bulb in – the ballast screws in to keep it            
water- tight. 
 Some models have a “wiper” which cleans the    
exterior of the quartz glass sleeve surrounding the bulb – in 
case slime builds up on it. 
 You will only need to purchase tubing to link the  
device to a pump, then to get the water back into the pond. 
 The stronger the water pump, the farther away the 
device can be from the pond. PowerJet or similar pond 
pumps are recommended. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Please Note:  The information in this handout is meant to provide basic 
information only.  Please see a salesperson for more information. 
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 Now is the time to prepare ponds for the harsh   
conditions of winter. 
 Remove and replace about 10% of the pond water 
each week. Remember - use it to water your garden plants. 
 Feeding begins to ease off as cold weather         
approaches. Prepare your fish by feeding them less as the 
temperature cools. DO NOT FEED if the temperature falls 
below 50 degrees. 
 Pond nets will help you to scoop the falling leaves 
out of your pond. Certain leaves contaminate water,        
removing them protects fish and makes general            
maintenance much easier. 
 Pond plants begin to get leggy and scraggly during 
the fall. Trim and replant them before the pond freezes.   
Remove weeds and dead foliage from container-grown 
aquatic plants such as irises, arrowheads, umbrella palms, 
pickrel rush and cattails, but don’t divide them until spring. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Winterizing a pond consists of letting nature take its 
course! 
 The water in your pond should be at least 18” deep. 
When the temperature drops, the fish will go to the bottom 
and move VERY slowly, if at all. If the pond is less than 18” 
deep, the best thing to do is either cover the pond, move the 
pond indoors, or move the fish indoors. 
 Do not feed the fish if the water temperature drops 
below 50 degrees. The fish will be unable to digest the food 
and it could rot in their stomachs. An early sign of an       
impacted digestive system is a buoyancy problem. The fish 
may either have trouble leaving the water surface, or leaving 
the bottom of the pond. A fish floating upside down is not a 
good sign either! 
 It is best to keep the water circulating so that the 
surface does not freeze.  Tip:  If your pond is deeper than 
18”, you can move your filter higher up in the water to      
prevent the bottom water from circulating to keep it warmer.  
 Goldfish and Koi will be all right if the pond does not 
freeze solid! If the pond freezes over, TURN OFF YOUR 
PUMP OR 
FILTER! The ice acts as insulation for the fish, keeping the 
water at the bottom of the pond warmer. The cooler air can’t 
get in! 
 Many lilies and hyacinths will not make it. Most pond 
plants cannot survive a freeze. Remove any dead plant ma-
terial. Bring your pond plants inside in a large bucket or ice 
chest. 
 Tropical catfish and plecostomus will not survive in 
cold water. Once the water temperature drops to 60 degrees 
- bring them inside. We can help you set up a small, simple 
tank to keep your catfish alive through the winter. (Channel 
catfish can usually survive the winter outside.) 
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Rectangular Ponds: 
Capacity (US Gallons) = 

7.5 x Length x Width x Average Depth 
(all measurements in feet) 

Circular Ponds: 
Capacity (US Gallons) = 

5.9 x Diameter Squared x Average Depth 
(all measurements in feet) 

How to Measure Pond Capacity in gallons 

Water Temperature Frequency Food Type 

<48° Do not feed ————— 

48°  -  55° Feed once a week Spring & Fall 

55°  -  62° Feed once a day Spring & Fall 

62°  -  70° Feed 2-3 times per day Bright Color 

70°  -  82° Feed 3-5 times per day Bright Color 

>82° Do not feed ————— 

Feeding Pond Fish 


